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Played the game for about an hour an with what I have seen this game has promise. The shooting felt pretty damn intense
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(mostly being shot at) from the AI. Everytime I heard the first shot go off I jumped running to the nearest Rock or Tree trying
to hide for cover. Another thing is getting to a weapon trying to kill off the enemy AI they are persistant in keeping everything
including there guns but the shooting either with the RPG or Shotgun is very fun. Did a youtube video for what my experience

was an I do like this game hopefully more guns or any new ideas are put into this game in the near future.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er4q7soyStY. dead, and unfinished. playable but soooo disappointing.. I honestly thought

that this was gonna be a bad game, but against my gut feeling, I purchased it, and surprise surprise, It's actually really good.
Could use a lot of work on animations, but what it's got going for it is that you'll be scared

u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 during it. I imagine this is how soldiers in vietnam felt when someone shot at
them, but they couldnt see them because of all the vegetation.. An amazing premisce to a probably amazing futur game. What i
love already : -Unreal Engine 4, really mastered by the dev, day and night cycle, beautifull sun effect, reflections, lightning and
foliage, etc etc. -The sound, audio in general, music, gun sounds, everything is top notch. -The exploration of the island which is
huge, and could even get bigger with time. -The nostalgic feel of games like far cry and with next gen graphics now.. I honestly
thought that this was gonna be a bad game, but against my gut feeling, I purchased it, and surprise surprise, It's actually really

good. Could use a lot of work on animations, but what it's got going for it is that you'll be scared
u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 during it. I imagine this is how soldiers in vietnam felt when someone shot at

them, but they couldnt see them because of all the vegetation.
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